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17H/045. Minutes

Highways Committee Meeting Minutes
held in the Village Hall, on Tuesday 23rd May 2017 at 7.30pm
Present: Cllrs McCarthy (Chair), Collier, Morris, Nicholas and Assistant Clerk
7.30pm – minute’s silence held to honour the Manchester terror attack victims, requested by Cllr Nicholas.
17H/028. Election of Chair - Cllr McCarthy was nominated by Cllr Collier and seconded by Cllr Morris. Cllr
McCarthy duly elected.
17H/029. Chairman’s Introduction and Apologies Schedule 12 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires a record to be kept
of the members present and that this record form part of the minutes of the meeting. Members who cannot attend a meeting
should tender apologies to the Parish Clerk as it is usual for the grounds upon which apologies are tendered also to be
recorded. Under Section 85(1) of the Local Government Act 1972, members present must decide whether the reason(s) for a
member's absence are accepted. Apologies received from Cllrs Ward (personal), Wotherspoon (work) and

Young (personal).
17H/030. Public participation – Standing Orders to be suspended Public question time is dealt with prior to the start of the

17H/031.

meeting and doesn’t form part of the formal business of the Council. Time is limited to 30 minutes and each member of the public
is asked to restrict their comments and/or questions to 3 minutes in order to allow other people to speak without the public
session exceeding its allotted time. Questions not answered at this meeting will be answered in writing to the person asking the
question, or may appear as an agenda item for the next meeting. Photographing, recording, broadcasting or transmitting the
proceedings of a meeting by any means is permitted. A person may not orally report or comment about a meeting as it takes
place if he is present at the meeting of a parish council or its committees but otherwise may film, photograph or make an audio
recording of a meeting; use any other means for enabling persons not present to see or hear proceedings at a meeting of a parish
council as it takes place or later; report or comment on the proceedings in writing during or after a meeting or orally report or
comment after the meeting. However, anyone wishing to do so must speak to the clerk prior to the meeting as there is policy
which must be followed. None present.
To accept Declarations of Interest and Dispensations - i. To receive disclosures of pecuniary & non-pecuniary
interests from Councillors on matters to be considered at the meeting. ii. To receive written requests for dispensation. iii. To
grant requests for dispensation as appropriate. (NB this does not preclude any later declarations). None received.

17H/032. Minutes - To resolve that the minutes of the Committee meeting held on the 28th March 2017 be signed
as a correct record. 17H/019 Lacks Close corrected to Cross Keys Court. RESOLVED 2 residents arrived at
7.37pm, Standing Orders suspended. Residents came to express concerns of dangerous parking on Rooks
Street – particularly on bends. Cllr McCarthy outlined our Yellow Line project and although yellow lines
deter most drivers, lack of policing doesn’t enforce this. AC advised residents to report parking on the
Police Website, will email link to them. Standing Orders reinstated at 7.47pm, residents left.
17H/033. Reports
▪ Assistant Clerk – report circulated prior to the meeting to highlight matters on agenda & update on
matters arising since last meeting. Cllr Morris outlined budgeting procedures at Cambridgeshire
County Council (CCC). Cllr Nicholas expressed frustration with the same issues be raised repeatedly.
Nothing CPC can do, except to keep pressure on CCC.
▪ Pavement Project – Cllr Morris outlined report circulated prior to meeting.
▪ Roads and Pavements Patrols - Cllr McCarthy will draft letter this week, to include details of how
to report faults directly to CCC’s highways. Will circulate to Highways Committee prior to
submitting to Cottenham Newsletter – deadline end of June .
▪ Yellow Line Project - Cllr Morris - Consultations to be written and circulated.
▪ Speed bump removal at Wooden House - Update - Assistant Clerk as per report.
17H/034. Long Drove - Cllr McCarthy outlined his concerns with national speed limit on a narrow, poorly surfaced
road. Cllr Morris reiterated the need to delineate entering the 30mph on Beach Road from Long Drove.
Cllr McCarthy would like to have supplementary blue “single carriage road with passing places” signs
installed. AC to investigate costs and report to next meeting.
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17H/035. Remembrance Day Road Closures - Cllr McCarthy outlined problems experienced last year in obtaining
the correct number of signs required. AC to get quotes/lead times, ask British Legion if they could store
and report to next meeting.
17H/036. Equal Opportunities - to consider items for FLAC to add to our EO statement - Cllr Morris outlined
revised Equality Act. Disability and age are the main areas for Highways to consider. To add: To ensure
that key facilities are accessible to all. Once FLAC have reviewed, Highways Committee will look at ways
forward.
17H/037. Rural Opportunities - to consider applying for "Innovation in Cycling & Walking" funds via Department
for Transport – Deadline too close to prepare a comprehensive report that is required. Most items are
included in NP.
17H/038. Fen Edge Festival - to consider display items at Festival 24th June 2017 - Traffic and Transport Strategy
from NP and recruitment of WP to carry forward, yellow line project, promote CCC highways fault
reporting website.
17H/039. Matters for consideration at the next meeting – Yellow line project update, speed bump at Wooden
House, prices for road signs (17H/034 & 035), NP ways forward.
17H/040. Date of next meeting – 25th July 2017
17H/041. Close of Meeting – 8.44pm
Signed _____________________________ (Chair) Date_______________________

17H/047.

Reports

Assistant Clerk (AC)
Anything in bold is new or an update.
• Blocked gullies around The Green – jetting was due to take place after leaf fall. Some gullies were jetted on
3rd Nov 2016 (DURING leaf fall) - there's been a lot more leaf fall since then and gullies are again blocked –
jetted 25th Jan 2017. Gullies around the green are likely to need replacing, will be reassessed 2017/18 (HO
telecon 22 Feb 2017). Jetting works ordered 23rd May 2017. New HO started 17/7/2017 – will follow up.
• High Street - Zebra Crossing near to CVC – repainted 17th Feb 2017. However, as the surface was wet, paint
has not adhered. 17/3 HO - contractors to redo this when lining works are next carried out in the vicinity.
23/5 HO – works ordered, timescales unknown. Repainted 7/7/17
• Wilkin Walk – broken street name sign has been reported. Cllr Wotherspoon to follow up. 12/5 Emailed Cllr
Wotherspoon – “I want to talk to the officer in question - but each of the three times that I have tried she
has not been there. Not giving up!” 4/7/17 – Cllr Nicholas to resend photos and locations.
• Paxton Close – have requested white lines to be painted at junction with BGW. HO 20/3 none there to start
with, will try and put some lines here when I'm doing other lining works in the area later in the Spring. 5/5
lining ordered. Line painted 7/7/17
• Rooks St - HCVs ignoring advisory signs 4/4 - AC emailed David Lines for advice/suggestions – awaiting
response Emailed 12/5 CCC Cllr Wotherspoon
• Twentypence Rd/High St - speed bumps paint worn off 19/4 - repairs ordered (can take up to 3 months)
23/5 HO will be painted at the same time as High St Zebra and Paxton Close, date TBC. Re-painted 7/7/17
• Potholes: Annual inspection of minor roads in Cottenham due May/June 2017 by Highways Inspector, will
mark up and arrange repairs to any potholes that meet CCC intervention levels. REPAIRED W/C 05/06/17 –
AC REQUESTED REPORT 22/06/17, MANY APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN MISSED. The Inspector completed his
annual inspection of the village at the end of May and ordered repairs on all potholes meeting
intervention levels (deeper than 50mm). Any left afterwards would be less than 50mm deep at the time
of inspection and would not have been flagged up for repairs. Rooks Street is inspected every three
months so is not in sync with the annual inspection. Three potholes were repaired in April so next
inspection due July. One repaired outside no 121 in June. Five pothole repairs were completed on
Margett Street, two on Corbett Street and five on Coolidge Gardens at the end of May.
• Gullies - High Street – HO inspected gullies 17th May during heavy rainfall, the following locations were not
working well and has ordered a jetting tanker to attend:
1. Gully outside Carpet and Vinyl Centre
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2. Gully on southern corner of junction with Margetts Street
3. Gullies (x3) between 319 and 323
4. Offlet kerb on northern corner of Lyles Road junction
5. Gully opposite nos 328/330 on west side of village green
6. Gullies (x2) on east of village green just north of each speed bump
7. Gully on southern corner of junction with Lacks Close
12/6/17 –gullies (above) were cleaned out, flushed and left working. The only exception to these
were those on the east of the village green which were reported full of silt and which they could
not get working through jetting alone. There is therefore a need to do some investigation via test
holes to see what the problem is although this is likely that the pipe is collapsed or infested with
roots from the nearby trees. New HO to follow up.
Wilkin Walk (High St end) – overgrown laurel and brambles, lightly trimmed, nettles cleared, cuttings left in
situ – Clerk emailed CCC Cllr Wotherspoon 26/5 “long list of outstanding complaints, will prioritise and work
through them one by one” CLERK AND CLLR WOTHERSPOON TO MEET ON SITE
Leopold Walk (Pathway to High St) – overgrown trees/shrubs, blocking light Clerk emailed CCC Cllr
Wotherspoon 31/5 “long list of outstanding complaints, will prioritise and work through them one by one”
CLERK AND CLLR WOTHERSPOON TO MEET ON SITE
Cottenham to Rampton cycle path – AC sent letter of complaint in March regarding lack of maintenance on
the cycle/footpath. 15/5 - works will be carried out to rectify the issues raised (can take up to 12 weeks).
Sustainable Cottenham tidied up 8/7/17
High St - Loose kerb stones outside no. 286 and Cost Cutter - 17/5 works will be carried out to rectify, could
take up to 3 months depending on the location and severity. REPAIRED – AC has reported poor
workmanship. 6/7/17 – HO “Looking at the photos I cannot see anything too bad and as long as the kerbs
don’t move of do not pose a trip hazard then they are likely to be acceptable.”
Beach Road – following on from many reports of ‘melting’ during the heatwave, CCC are in contact with
Eurovia Specialist Treatments to arrange a joint inspection of the site and to look at long term solutions and
will keep us updated on progress. 4/7/17 Network Management Team have met with Eurovia [the surface
dressing contractors] to discuss fatting up surface dressing sites; and an investigation with their materials
expert will take place later this season. Requested that matter be dealt with urgently as Met Office are
predicting higher than normal temperatures throughout August. 20/7/17 materials expert is not available
until August, and County Highways have requested that a site meeting takes place a soon as all parties are
available. In the meantime, in the event of excessively high road surface temperatures, Skanska and
Eurovia have provision to heavily dust any fatted up surface dressed roads, such as Beech Road, with
accompanying signage along the verges to advise users of the highway.
CCC has renewed it’s Highways Service Contract with Skanska for 10 more years, this has resulted in new
ordering systems – which are having some ‘teething problems’ and proving very difficult to get works
ordered. Fire Station – faded zig-zags reported 25/5/17. Re-painted 7/7/17
Rampton Rd/County Farms Hedge – reported 7/7/17 obscuring speed warning sign. 12/7/17 HO trimmed
area immediately around the sign and has asked County Farms to request tenant gives the hedge a trim
early next month after the end of the bird nesting season.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

LHI Bid – we have received the following email:
Dear Sir/Madam,
I write to inform you of changes that were approved to the Local Highway Improvement (LHI) Initiative earlier this
week by the County Council’s Highways & Community Infrastructure Committee. These changes ensure that the
authority is able to recover the cost of delivering the initiative and the projects that are funded through it, whilst
providing greater support for applicants in developing and delivering improvements to their local highway.
Key areas of change;
•

Applicants will now be contacted by highways officers following the initial application deadline, to carry
out further work in developing the feasibility and cost of solutions that meet their objectives. An updated
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•
•
•
•

application incorporating the outcome of this work will then be included in the information presented to
the LHI assessment panels.
This initial deadline is scheduled for 30th September 2017, followed by further development with officers
and local communities throughout October, November and December.
The budget for projects will now be required to include the cost of the officer resources necessary to
deliver them. This will be estimated by officers during the feasibility assessment stage outlined above.
Multiple applications will now be accepted from Town Councils, limited to the number of County Council
divisions in their authority area.
New webpages will go live in early August, providing information on both the LHI and new Privately
Funded Highway Improvement (PFHI) processes. Detailed guidance on the solutions to common highway
issues will also be incorporated, providing a resource for applicants to inform their decision to fund minor
improvements to their local highway.

We will be in touch again soon to provide you with further support with the changes, if you have any urgent
questions in the meantime please don’t hesitate contacting us.
Kind regards
Ciara Cousins
Business Support Assistant
Highways Service
Cambridgeshire County Council

Do add it to next full Agenda - to consider whether to apply or not?

Pavement Project Update – 23/6/17 "New Highway Service contract does not start until 1st July we are not
able to give a firm date unfortunately. We have been unable to order works until the new contract begins as
we cannot carry any financial obligations over the two contracts. We have given the contractor good forward
notice of the schemes and we will be looking to place the order within the first couple of weeks of the contract
starting with a view to start construction sometime in August. Sorry I can’t be more precise at this time."

Roads and Pavements Patrols - Update - Cllr McCarthy
Speed bump removal at Wooden House – County have agreed to remove, at their expense. Date
TBC.
Traffic and Transport Strategy Working Group - 27 residents have signed up to join group. Meeting held on
3rd July 2017; in attendance: Cllrs McCarthy, Morris, Ward and Assistant Clerk and 14 residents.
1.

We took each of the four themes from the Neighbourhood plan and put into a list using post-its.

WHAT’S WRONG?
1. Changing the character and speed of
traffic throughout the village
55
3. Improving public transport links,
especially with Cambridge
16

2. Improving pedestrian safety
21
4. Improving cycle links

13
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1. Changing the character and speed of traffic throughout the village
1. 20 MPH – may not be enforced at present but could slow down because of the limit. Currently
traffic too fast
2. Speed around the corner near Co-op, all times of day
3. Cars enter Cottenham from Beach Rd and then speed down Denmark Rd especially in the
evenings, unsafe & noisy
4. Lack of 20 MPH
5. Heavy, speeding lorries and agricultural vehicles – shake house, night noise – anti-social
6. Speeding
7. Speeding and volume of traffic
8. At north end of village both cars and HGVs too fast esp out of rush hour
9. Speeding!! Also need mirrors on dangerous corners (e.g. outside Co-op)
10. Between Broad Lane and the Church there are no slow down signals almost nothing to deter
speeding
11. Speed on Lambs Lane/School
12. Too much speeding – cars and farm vehicles
13. HGVs too fast through village
14. Speed of vehicles – house vibrates!
15. Speeding/aggressive driving
16. When vehicles exit the village, they speed up
17. High Speed/overtaking on Histon Rd
18. 20 MPH
19. Speed, aggressive overtaking
20. Lack of 20 MPH
21. Reduce traffic vibration and noise throughout village
22. (Personal) Space from my front door to road 1.4m, legal requirement 2m!
23. HGVs all times of day
24. Contain pollution at no more than current levels
25. Double yellow lines not a solution! Need speed sensors – as on approach to village via Histon Rd
26. Ineffective dangerous inadequate traffic measures at far end of village (nr Church)
27. Lack of 20 MPH
28. Quantity of traffic
29. Re Denmark Rd particularly: Speeding
30. Re Denmark Rd particularly: very heavy noisy vehicles causing houses to shudder
31. Re Denmark Rd particularly: No to extensive double yellow lines – it will only move the problem
further down the road and those areas with no double lines will have cars permanently parked
there!
32. Speed – 7.00-8.00am & 6.00-8.00pm High St, Denmark Rd, Rampton Rd, Histon Rd
33. Lack of 20 MPH
34. Traffic no one-way system or double yellow lines in Denmark Rd – would accentuate speeding by
creating a race track
35. Weight restrictions for HGVs/farm vehicle – often forget it’s a village
36. Lorries in general using village too large and disrespectful to residents
37. HGV restrictions needed – safety issue
38. HGV traffic on High St and trade vehicles using Rooks St as a rat run
39. HGVs using High St rather than A10
40. Denmark St turning into Rooks St sharp bend a need for an abrupt stop
41. Enforce 20 min parking in existing white lines – Denmark Rd during rush hour/peak period
42. Size, weight & frequency of HGVs & times – all hours of day and night
43. Abuse from drivers if you stop your car on main village roads
44. HGVs using High St instead on A10
45. Police enforcement for both speed and traffic restrictions
46. Uneven surfaces after roadworks – adds to vibrations and noise
47. The buildings in conservation areas liable to structural damage due to traffic
48. HGVs should take the A10 instead of a village B road
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Restrictions on A10/A14 contribute to Cottenham traffic
Lack of 20 MPH
Why all the HGVs?
Far too much traffic in the village - volumes are continuous in and out of Cambridge
Nibs or something to improve speed of traffic on Histon Rd
Speed repeaters or nibs between church and Broad Lane to slow traffic– there is nothing the
length of the village to tell people it’s a 30mph area
55. Put a weight limit on Rooks St

2. Improving pedestrian safety
1. Dangerous routes for children accessing schools from edges of village
2. Pavements! Narrow and rough. Used by cyclists
3. Parking on paths in lanes causing problems with pushchairs and wheelchairs. Causing problems for
fire engine access in case of emergency
4. Village Hall – no safe car parks for walking
5. Sheltered schemes need good access to bus/transport
6. Traffic light controlled crossings needed for safety particularly elderly/children
7. Better access for Co-op car park
8. Pedestrian safety in the mornings – Lambs Lane & High St (school run and crossing the road)
9. Parking on Lambs Lane at school drop off time
10. Uneven paths making walking difficult for elderly and prams/wheelchairs
11. Very dangerous parking outside Shauns/Post Office
12. Flashing lights – like at Lambs Lane, 20 MPH when lights flashing
13. Pedestrians: Co-op corner (cars coming off road)
14. Core area – southern limit Chequers
15. Pedestrians – getting to schools and key shops
16. Way out of village means significant walk to centre. Pavements too narrow
17. Pavement parking
18. Parking on the High St near Co-op and the other shops
19. Key village shops not safe – “people-friendly” centre
20. Vehicles mounting pavement
21. Possible pedestrian crossing on Histon Road – much of one side has no pavement at all which
needs looking at.

3. Improving public transport links, especially with Cambridge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Sunday and Bank Holidays non-existent evening service so no way of getting home
Link to Cambridge North could reduce a lot of traffic into Cambridge
Slow bus service to Cambridge (not feasible for working people)
Buses should be more regular, single decker and come to Church end
Serve Addenbrookes
Bus to Waterbeach station
Serve Cambridge north
Faster and more frequent buses to Cambridge
Buses too slow
Buses into Cambridge too slow! >1.5hrs for kids to get to 6th form!!!
Links guided bus – available car and cycle parking at bus stops
Bus service does not service far end of village
Create parking at Oakington guided bus
Not linked in a sensible way to other transport links eg trains, guided busway – so not seamless
Shorten bus transit time in Cambridge/Histon – discourage driving
No parking available at Westwick/Oakington for use of guided bus

4. Improving cycle links
1. Better cycle ways to Oakington & Waterbeach
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cycle links not long-term aim
Cycle access to Landbeach (through to Waterbeach station)
Cycle router on Histon Rd
Better cycle links
Cycle link to Oakington
Improve cycle routes to reduce traffic flow (safety)
Cycling not safe through village (certainly for kids) – large vehicles have no choice but to pass too
close
Cycle route ends as it enters village on Histon Rd – feel really unsafe on a bike!
Cycle safety – better design needed
No safe way of cycling to guided bus (Oakington)
No safe way of cycling to Waterbeach
Improve Histon Rd pavement and bring the cycles further into the village before they have to join
the main road

2. We then took each of the four themes in turn and listed – using post-its:

Irritating
Annoys
everyone
Annoys
most
people
Annoys
one area

WHAT’S REALLY WRONG AND MOST ANNOYING
Lobby PC
Raise funds to fix

March on
County Hall

Speeding (esp outbound)

1. Far too much traffic in 1. HGVs even if not
the village - volumes
speeding
are continuous in and 2. Key village shops not safe
out of Cambridge
– “people-friendly”
2. Vehicles mounting
centre
pavements

Annoys a
few
3.

We then brainstormed some possible solutions:
•
•
•
•
•

Rework traffic calming
Light controlled crossing on Histon Road for cycles (crossing over to cycle path)
Crossings on the High Street – to deter speeding/reduce volume of traffic
Make driving through Cottenham less attractive to drive through
Convenience parking (core areas – shops/doctors etc)

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 27TH JULY 2017, AT 7.30PM IN THE VILLAGE HALL
Topics will include:
•
•

How to make the High Street irritating for through traffic e.g. by increasing pedestrian crossings
Reworking current traffic calming to be more sympathetic to cyclists and residents with houses near the
pinch points

CPC to double-check with Police/Highways their views on topics covered during our discussions e.g. 20 mph,
mirror on blind corners, speed reducing and traffic calming measures, etc. before next meeting.
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17H/048. Long Drove
County Highways can install “Single Carriage Road with Passing Place” signs, in suitable locations.
There are no legal requirements as they are advisory. CPC would need to fund this as County do not
have budget available for this. Awaiting costs/timescales. Alternatively, CPC can commission a civil
or signing company to do the sign design and install at our request. However, if we adopt this
approach, all sign design plans, installation locations etc. will need to be approved by the Local
Highways Officer before work is commenced and will be subject to an inspection upon completion of
the work.

17H/049. Remembrance Day Road Closures
Signs needed: 3 x Road Closed Access only, 8 x Diversion and 2 x Diversion End. British Legion would
be able to store.

http://www.safetysignsandnotices.co.uk/product/40846/category/0/page/2/PlasticRoad-Ahead-Closed-Access-Only.html
x3
http://www.safetysignsandnotices.co.uk/product/40848/category/0/page/1/Pla
stic-DOT-2702-Diversion-Left.html
x8
http://www.safetysignsandnotices.co.uk/product/40851/category/0/page/1/PlasticDOT-2702-Diversion-Ends.html
x2
13 signs @ £39.23 ea = £509.99 + £ 102.00 VAT, free delivery = £611.99
(3-5 working days)
https://starttraffic.uk/q-sign-road-ahead-closed-access-only?search=access
£27.45 x 3 = £82.35

https://starttraffic.uk/q-sign-diversion-reversible-arrow?search=diver
£31.95 x 8 = £255.60

https://starttraffic.uk/q-sign-diversion-end?search=diver
£27.45 x 2 = £54.90
+ £35 Delivery TOTAL = £397.85 + £79.57 VAT = £477.42 (NEXT DAY)
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https://www.signmark.co.uk/

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
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17H/049. Yellow Line Project
Consultations delivered during late May/early June with cut-off date of 30th June 2017.
Location

No. sent
out
Denmark Road
70
Margett St
15
Rooks St
65
Telegraph St
60
The Green
40
* Including 1 FOI request.

No. of
responses
17
4
15*
10
17

% replies

YES

NO

MAYBE

24%
27%
23%
17%
42.5%

3
2
6
4
1

13
1
5
6
13

1
1
4
0
3

Demark Road Responses
Yes
1 Re the above I am very much in favour of your proposal as I do not own a car myself but if Care car come to pick me
up for hospital appointments and such they can never get near to my door for other people's vehicles.

As I have a blue badge and so do some of my friends I believe picking me up and dropping me off is permissible.
My only concern is that as I am unable to carry much shopping, due to arthritis of the spine and other issues, I do
have a delivery once a month from Morrison which means they do need to park out side (away from the Co-op
entrance) for approximately 5 minutes, your restrictions cover both sides of the road for some distance so I would
hope that as it is a necessity for me and that it is of very short duration this will still be allowed ( I do also book my
deliveries at a time which is quieter for traffic both on the road and to the Co-op).

2 We are very pleased to see this proposal. We have seen traffic access get worse over recent years building up to the
current state of constant road blockage. Bus access is now really difficult. Thank you Parish Council for your positive
response to our problem.

3 Thanks for the info on parking restrictions. Although we fully support the need for parking restrictions the proposed

means of this may not be effective. Cars waiting/parking on the south side of Denmark road is a rare occurrence
however daily parking along the pavement along the north side affects pedestrians on the north and endangers
pedestrians on the south with buses, lorries, farm vehicles often mounting the narrow pavement on the south side.
For the residents in this area the inconsiderate parking blocks our visibility and access to our driveways endangering
us and other road users. Peak times for this are lunch times and evenings during the week and all day
at the weekend and bank holidays. This is compounded further by the industrial estate on the south side and
the new building work that is due to take place at number 2/8, adding an additional driveway to be used by 3 houses.
Not forgetting the bus route and farm vehicles. Pease see a few photos below to demonstrate the issue.

No
1 As owner of the property at 30 Denmark Road for the past 8 years, I must strongly object to your waiting restriction
proposals, particularly those planned for directly outside my home where I park my vehicle on a daily basis.
Your motivation suggests that parking on Denmark road causes considerable nuisance to local residents. There can be
no residents more local than those inhabiting Denmark Road itself, and these parking restrictions will cause greatest
nuisance and impact to us living on this road.
Personal Impact to me:
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1.

Access to my home from my vehicle:

Although proximity of 30 Denmark Road is greater than 10 metres from the Co-op entrance (having personally
measured), should double yellow lines be added outside my home, I will no longer be permitted to park outside my
home and will be forced to seek parking elsewhere on the road, where it would appear from your proposals, there
would be limited available spaces.
2.

The role of my driveway and using it safely:

I have a small driveway at the side of my property where by partners vehicle is parked. Due to the fact that my house
borders the pavement, it requires pulling the vehicle out of the driveway the length of the car bonnet before there can
be visibility of traffic from the right.
The vehicles which typically park outside number 28; 30 and 32 act as a buffer, allowing the driver to pull out safely to
have sight of the oncoming traffic. Without these cars as buffers, it will be too unsafe to utilise the driveway (both
reverse entering from the flowing traffic across 2 lanes, and exiting the driveway onto the road).
My partner will have no choice other than to also park her vehicle along Denmark Road, and to refrain from using the
driveway due to safety concerns. This would only achieve adding a further vehicle to be parked along Denmark Road in
the limited space available, and causing competition amongst locals and visitors.
3.

Traffic proximity to my property:

As mentioned previously, my property borders the pavement, with about 1 metre separating my living room from
Denmark Road. My vehicle, when parked out front, offers a buffer from the increasingly heavy traffic, speeding vehicles,
farm vehicles, dust carts and heavy goods vehicles which pass by. This helps me feel safer, as the traffic is further away
from my property.
Without a buffer, I am subjected to excessive noise and vibrations within the front rooms of my house. Vibrations over
the years have already resulted in cracks in my bedroom ceiling, which is likely to accelerate with the increased
vibrations.
I am concerned with the effects on my quality of life with your proposals, as I will most certainly be exposed to
increased noise pollution, resulting in anxiety and potential mental health issues.
My Observations of traffic issues on Denmark Road:
1.

Role of the Co-operative Store

This Store is a vital amenity in the village, and is a very successful business. However, with success comes more
customers throughout the village, with those travelling by car all requiring to use the parking lot entrance off Denmark
Road.
This entrance is wholly inadequate, with the ability to only accommodate the width of a single vehicle at a time. This
leads to vehicles needing to wait on Denmark Road for other vehicles to exit first, and often I have seen cars needing to
reverse back out of the entrance onto the road. This, in my opinion, is a cause of the large portion of the congestion.
An solution would be to specify an entrance only access from The High Street, with and exit only onto Denmark Road.
Improving the flow of vehicles accessing the Co-op will make a massive improvement to congestion.
2.

The Chequers Pub

I do agree that parking is an issue in the vicinity of the Chequers Pub. Having reduced the size of their car park to
accommodate a beer garden, it means more vehicles need to park on Denmark Road. However, my observations are
that this occurs infrequently – generally only at busy times on Friday evenings, or on hot summer evenings.
3.

Volume and Nature of Traffic

Regularly vehicles travel at excessive speeds along Denmark Road, which is not only inconsiderate to residents, but also
dangerous to pedestrians.
As residents of Denmark Road, we have found that a few parked cars are helpful in causing vehicles to slow down, and
take more care in our road.
Over the past 8 years living along Denmark Road, I have observed a steep increase in volumes of traffic, particularly
during morning and evening commuting times. It would appear that Denmark Road has become a ‘rat-run’ route for
residents outside of Cottenham wishing to avoid busy routes through Histon or the A14. Vehicles converge on
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Cottenham from the direction of Rampton and Oakington, and then head through the village, along Denmark Road and
out onto Beach road. This happens in the reverse as well.
Increased commuters from outside Cottenham are impacting the ability for local residents to navigate their own village
roads.
Additionally, there now appear to be far greater volumes of lorries, haulage vehicles and other large, heavy vehicles
travelling through Cottenham and along Denmark Road. These are a real aggravation, and contribute to congestion,
noise and vibrations.
Generally parking is not a problem along Denmark Road, therefore I would urge you not to progress with your planned
regulations. Having discussed with neighbours, the general consensus is that the current set up works for us all, and any
parking restrictions imposed would negatively impact us.
It would be of far greater benefit to local residents if efforts were focused on introducing measures to address the co-op
access; assist with traffic calming; speed reduction, and discourage peak time congestion.

2

Thank you for your (undated) notice regarding the proposed waiting restrictions in Denmark Road.
I am confused as to which local residents are inconvenienced by the current situation. Do they live in this road?
I suggest that imposing yellow road markings will create a problem rather than solve one and that in doing so, you
will penalise the residents of Denmark Road themselves. I am intrigued as to how this view of "considerable
nuisance" has arisen. Has there been a traffic survey?
Are you actually seeking to address access to the Co-op car park rather than the nuisance to local residents and
safety issues for buses and emergency vehicles?
Customers of The Chequers park along the High Street end of Denmark Road and this blocks the view of those
leaving neighbouring properties and the butchers' yard, particularly on a weekend.
But, it would appear that this section of the road is not addressed in your proposed "solution" and I am of the opinion
that placing double yellows along both sides of the mid-stretch of the road will merely result in increased levels of
parking alongside The Chequers car park, pushing the problem further up the road.
Currently, the majority of those parking on Denmark Road do so out of necessity, i.e., they do not have adequate
off-road parking, yet your proposal will mean that they cannot park outside their own homes, thus impacting on local
residents rather than ameliorating any perceived nuisance.
Whilst a number of residents are forced to park their vehicles on the road, in doing so they provide a valuable
service to the village by slowing down the traffic. Perhaps speeding drivers are the local residents that are
inconvenienced by the current situation?
The Council should direct their attention to slowing down the traffic in this village rather than wasting public money
on painting unnecessary yellow lines.
As a household, we put up with a vast number of vehicles using this road, particularly heavy goods and large
agricultural vehicles. In the years that we have lived here, we have never experienced a stuck bus or compromised
emergency response vehicle.
Other than the speeding vehicles, we have minor issues when vehicles are waiting to enter or leave the Co-op
driveway, or when inconsiderate drivers are angered at having to slow down behind a parked car. This is not the
fault of the parked car, it's the fault of the impatient driver.
Removing these parked cars will undoubtedly result in the increased flow of speeding vehicles which would certainly
be of considerable concern to this local resident.
The Council should be looking to remind drivers entering our village that this is a residential area, with narrow
pavements, largely populated by families with children who want to walk to school and college safely, rather than
clearing the streets of parked cars thus further enabling drivers to hurtle through our village.
To my knowledge the last successful "traffic calming" proposal was the "soft street signs" designed by children.
These are not particularly useful when they can barely be seen and merely pay lip-service to a serious issue
impacting the whole village
Perhaps now is the time to do something really positive to help address the speeding in this village; something
significant to slow down the traffic; something to be welcomed by local residents. Perhaps now is the time to take
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some action to address the real problem not to waste money, time and effort solving a problem that doesn't actually
exist.
I attach a selection of photos of Denmark Road, the first two were taken at 16:02 today:- (13/6/17)

This is the situation later this evening when some local residents have returned home and parked outside their
properties. As you will see, the parking is only on one side of the road and is therefore not a hazard:-

This was the situation on 1st June at 19:34, at The Chequers end. Your proposal indicates that you would permit
parking on both sides of the road in some areas. How can this make the area better for buses or safer for
emergency vehicles or less of a nuisance to local residents?
[NO OTHER IMAGES ATTACHED]
I am against your proposal to impose yellow lines on Denmark Road and I would be interested to know what
proposals you have for addressing my concerns.

3 Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed waiting restrictions on Denmark Road.
Whilst it is agreed that there is a traffic problem on Denmark road it is not clear whether the Council
has adequately demonstrated a grasp of the issues and whether the solution proposed is the right
one. In addition, there is no evidence as to any traffic studies or environmental assessment of the
proposals having been carried out. In response, I would deal with the issues as identified in your (undated)
letter seeking comments on the proposals.
Congestion:
Cottenham stands at the confluence of several "rat runs" from the North, commuter traffic from Wilburton,
from Landbeach in the East and from Willingham/Rampton in the West. Much of this traffic is seeking to
avoid the congestion on the A14 and A10 and consequently converges on Cottenham, particularly through
the Rampton Road, High Street, Telegraph Street and Denmark Road. This traffic is largely during the week
day rush hours of 07:30 - 09:00 in the morning and 16:30 -18:00 in the evening. Outside these periods the
road are significantly quieter with mainly local traffic and little adverse effect on traffic flows.
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Inconsiderate Parking:
There is transient parking in Denmark Road by commuters using it as an informal and free Park & Ride. Cars
are parked for much of the day and drivers have been seen exiting buses and walking a few yards to their
vehicle. In addition, several drivers park on Denmark road and walk to the Coop instead of using
their car park due to difficulties in access/egress. Denmark Road is largely residential with two commercial
properties near the War Memorial. Much of the Chequers clientele park on the Denmark Road footpath
adjacent to the public house causing constriction at that point. As has been said, Denmark Road is largely
residential but when work to the properties are required, tradesmen (and their vans) park as best they can in
closest proximity to their work and in many instances with no thought for other road users or the bstructions
they cause.
Safety Issues for Buses and Emergency vehicles:
As a resident of Denmark Road I have yet to see emergency vehicles inconvenienced by parked traffic on
Denmark Road. Occasionally, problems for buses have been witnessed but this is related mainly to the fact
that the bus stop on Denmark Road is unmarked and vehicles freely park across the stopping point causing
disruption. It has been stated thatregulations prevent parking within 10 metres of a junction but The
Highway Code also states " at or near a bus or tram stop or taxi rank ". I would be content if this particular
aspect was reinforced by road markings (Fig 17-3 of Traffic Signs Manual 2003 Chapter 5). The proposals to
introduce the parking restrictions would, as an unintended consequence, increase traffic speed in the area
and hence increase noise, vibration and decrease safety.
Parking at Junctions:
The diagram of proposed Parking Restrictions indicate three locations:1. Near the War Memorial: the length of double yellow appears well in excess of the 10 metres stipulated in
the Highway Code and will do nothing to deter the many itinerant parking for the Chequers' clientele.
2. Entrance to the Co-op car park: due to the narrowness of the entrance, some traffic conflict regularly
occurs but this is at very slow speed and drivers are both aware and cautious. However, this aspect will
seriously affect residents who park outside their property and have little opportunity to park on the
property. This will result in residents taking up parking in front of other houses on Denmark road causing
local difficulties.
3. Telegraph street: whilst the road marking proposal is in the letter of the regulation, the geometry of the
junction is such that parking in front of No: 52 does not cause any traffic congestion either for through or
turning traffic. The imposition of parking restrictions would only move the vehicles elsewhere.
Traffic Options:
1. Cottenham Ring Road: a previous councillor mooted a ring road to Cottenham stretching from Twenty
Pence Road, round to the east crossing Beach Road, Histon Road, Oakington Road and terminating at
Rampton Road. There are several substantial housing development proposals for Cottenham and these could
be the catalyst for the Ring Road in providing contributions to the construction. It could also release more
development land and be a significant enabler to improving the village and it's amenity.
2. Lambs Lane & Telegraph Street: no mention has been made of the traffic conflict and congestion in either
of these two locations. Both are on the bus route and have issues of parking (Lambs Lane Primary School
drop-off & Telegraph Street residential parking) but there appear to be no attempt to address this.
3. One-Way System: has the council considered a one-way system for Telegraph Street and Denmark Road?
Such a proposal would have both benefits and drawback but would seem to address the issue of traffic flow.
4. Co-op Car Park: has the Council considered approaching the Telecom Exchange to explore whether a
circular In/Out route could be introduced through their property, thus significantly reducing traffic conflict.
Enforcement
No indication has been given by the Council as to how the parking restrictions would be enforced. Given the
parlous track record of control of the double yellow lines on the High Street, this does not give residents any
confidence. High Street parking abuse can be witnessed daily outside the Fish & Chip Shop, the Co-op, near
King & Co and at the new Post Office (Sean's Newsagent). In addition, where double yellow lines are in
evident traffic speeds are generally higher than where cars are parked thus reinforcing the view that speeds
would increase as a result. Again no enforcement of traffic speed limits is evident within the village.
Summary
The proposals:
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1. appear to be focussed on through traffic movements to the considerable detriment of local residents. No
account appears to have been taken to dealing with this at a strategic level and the proposals are a "Band
Aid" approach.
2. would decrease safety as traffic would increase speed as a result.
3. have a detrimental impact on residents both in terms of parking and of traffic noise.
4. take no account of where existing Denmark Road residents might park afterwards.
In conclusion, I would strongly object to these proposals as ill-considered, significantly detrimental to local
residents (benefitting only through traffic), adversely impacting on the environment and resulting in a
decrease safety in the area.

4 A number of Denmark Road residents met last week as soon as we received notification of the proposed

waiting restrictions, we are horrified by your plans and we feel we would like to meet a member or members of
the Parish Council one evening in Denmark Road as soon as possible to explain our opposition to the
proposal. [RESIDENT WAS ASKED TO SUBMIT CONCERNS IN WRITING, CAME TO FEF AND SIGNED
UP FOR T&TWG]

5 I refer to the undated Notice inviting comments by 30 June on a proposal to reinforce waiting exclusions in
Denmark Road.
1. In the fifteen years I have lived here I have not witnessed or been told of one single instance of a parked
car holding up an emergency vehicle, bus, dustcart or delivery vehicle even during festivals, point-topoints or events at the pub. Those events aside which can be controlled by cones without the need for
permanent marking, my observations are that few cars are parked on the road at any one time, invariably
on one side, and only occasionally alternately. So where is this coming from?
2. It would have been a courtesy to have written to all residents with the evidence of “inconsiderate parking”
and “considerable nuisance” so that we had an opportunity to understand it, monitor what was going on,
and if the cause was any of us or our guests, correct it before you proposed this Draconian solution. If
the problem is the bus, it should not be coming down Denmark Road at all, but going to the far end of the
village and returning down the High Street serving a greater part of the village. There is occasional
congestion, but that is a consequence of the volume of traffic, not inconsiderate parking. Any problem at
the Co-op entrance has nothing to do with parked cars, but the narrowness of the lane requiring one car to
leave before another can go in. Any bottleneck is quickly resolved. So what and where, exactly, is the
problem and who is causing it? Have you conducted a traffic survey? May we see it?
3. The real problems with traffic in Denmark Road, which the proposal will make worse, are not that
vehicles cannot get through but that there is more and more of it going far too fast, with far too much
noise. That is the considerable nuisance. As you know, we asked some time ago for a 20mph limit but
there seem to be intractable difficulties in achieving what other communities can do. By opening up
Denmark Road in the middle you will create exactly the right conditions for even more drivers to put their
foot down at either end and gun down the road, incidentally increasing the risk at the blind Co-op entrance
where speed will be highest. The only thing that kills speed at the moment is parked cars, and the more
parked cars the harder it is to speed. If you have been on the pavement inches away from the unguarded
six foot driving wheels on one of those enormous tractors going as fast as it can you will know exactly
what the problem is. The last proposal I saw concerning Denmark Road was an option to turn it into a
one-way street. Combined with the parking restrictions you would create a race track. What is the
Council doing to control the considerable nuisance of speeding?
4. And the speeding is noisy, especially in the small hours. The fleets of dustcarts heading out are noisy; the
cars with tuned exhausts gunning down the road and the scooters with no exhaust at all are noisy; the
recovery vehicles on 24/7 callout with equipment banging away on their flatbeds are particularly noisy.
And with the speed and noise goes vibration which shakes the house. Reduced speed is not only safer, it is
quieter, less polluting and less damaging. Parked cars help to reduce it. Speed bumps are not the solution
– on this soft ground the vibrations would be far worse. What sensible and acceptable measures are the
Council proposing to introduce to deal with these considerable nuisances?
5. It seems particularly unfortunate that almost the only people to be directly affected outside their homes by
the proposed waiting exclusions are those without adequate off-street parking, so you just move them
down the road outside other houses.
6. As you will appreciate from the above I object to the proposal because it is an excessive response to a nonexistent problem but will make existing problems far worse, for which no amelioration is proposed.
Photos taken Saturday morning, 3 June.
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6 I would like to make the following comments on the above proposal. At present parked cars in Denmark road

slow the through traffic down quite considerably, however with proposed parking restrictions this effect would
be lost. I believe this would be dangerous for the residents of Denmark Road. The properties 18,20,24/26 28
and 30 all have vehicle access points on to the road at very narrow foot path points, this means that the front
of the car is out on the road before the driver can see along the road, with the increased traffic speed this
could be very dangerous. Has this point been taken in to consideration when looking at the risk assessment
for this proposal? Could other ways be considered to slow the traffic down; for example a reduced speed limit,
an electronic smile/frowning face sign, or concealed entrance signs where appropriate.

7 1. The proposal states that waiting restrictions are required because congestion and inconsiderate parking in
Denmark Road cause a nuisance to residents and create safety issues for buses and emergency vehicles.
It is difficult to understand what evidence could have been used to support this statement. I attach below a
photograph of Denmark Road at 5pm on Monday 5 June 2017. As you can see the road is almost empty
of parked cars and the passage of the bus is unrestricted. This is at a “busy” time on a weekday and
reflects the usual conditions. As a resident for 15 years, I have not perceived parking in the road as a
nuisance.

2. Cars are usually only ever parked on the even number (south) side of Denmark Road in places where the
restrictions are being proposed. The houses on the odd number (north) side mostly have drives and the
residents don’t need to park on the road. Even so, only small groups of cars are parked on the south side
leaving plenty of room for drivers to pause for oncoming cars. The level of traffic is never so high as to
cause more than a few seconds delay. The only congestion that ever occurs is when there is major
disruption on the A10 causing a build up of traffic through the whole village. These episodes are infrequent
and would not warrant the controls being proposed.
3. The small numbers of cars parked on the south side create a welcome effect of slowing down drivers who
would, otherwise, race along Denmark Road, breaking the 30mph speed limit and creating a hazard for
other drivers, cyclists and pedestrians. Should parking/waiting be restricted on both sides of the road,
speeding is highly likely to be increased and constant. This is of particular concern when the vehicles are
large agricultural vehicles that would have trouble stopping should a hazard arise. At certain times of the
year, the passage of large, fast agricultural vehicles is constant and they already make for an unpleasant
environment and shaking the houses. The potential for them to go even faster is most unwelcome.
4. The pavement on the south side of the road is very narrow and the absence of any parked cars in the
proposed stretches would result in a very unpleasant experience for pedestrians and the residents of
those houses because of the greater proximity of the traffic. Many of the students from Cottenham Village
College use this route on their way to and from areas such as Coolidge Gardens. It would be a shame if
the college students were discouraged from walking and having to be driven because the route is not
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pedestrian friendly.
5. The tacit agreement that cars don’t park on both sides of the road could be disrupted if cars are pushed to
other stretches of the street that are not marked, potentially parking on both sides of the road. This is likely
to cause congestion and a nuisance where none exists at present.
6. If there is any prospect of this proposal being carried forward, it would be useful to have a full traffic survey
carried out to evaluate what problem, if any, does exist. It would also be helpful to have a residents’
meeting to discuss alternatives and/or the evidence that has been submitted to the Parish Council giving
rise to this proposal.
I would be very grateful for my comments to be taken into account when the Parish Council is considering this
proposal.

8 I have lived at No. 34 Denmark Road for nearly 8 years. During this time, as a pensioner, I have observed
traffic here both by day and night and wish to comment on the proposal.

Buses and 'Blue Light' emergency services use the road frequently together with commercial traffic/deliveries,
and wider vehicles such as combine harvesters and towed farm machinery with outriggers such as
ploughs/sprayers occur from time to time. It is important for me to comment on the proposal that I have
NEVER seen myself or heard from neighbours of any instance of the nuisance and safety issues caused by
parking or traffic in Denmark Road. The only real obstruction seen by me has been roadworks and repairs for
gas/electricity and water services. I see no risk, indeed what parking there is does to some extent moderate
the speed of those who continue to ignore the village speed limits.
If the proposal is adopted I consider it will cause great problems for residents having cars without their own
parking and none outside, and their visitors, particularly if they are disabled or having mobility impairment. It
may well reduce the value of their houses if there is poor parking opportunity once they have yellow lines
outside.
Therefore, I will not support the waiting restrictions proposals for Denmark Road. I trust these comments will
receive serious consideration by the Parish Council.

9

My comments here pertain to the proposed restrictions on Denmark Road, with particular focus on the south side of
Denmark Road from Nos. 28 to 42.
Your letter from last week mentions "considerable nuisance to local residents". I have never complained about this
and nor have nos. 30 or no 34. So what is this nuisance and who has raised it? Can you supply us with any such
evidence?
This proposal raises the following concerns:
1. As with many other residential roads in Cottenham there is a persistent speeding problem and clearing the road of
parked cars will only make this worse. This is a residential street in a village that is in constant use by pedestrians,
not a highway that drivers should expect to zoom through.
2. This proposal would leave no. 32 with nowhere to park, as this house has no off road parking.
3. If your diagram is correct, we would lose the parking space outside our house (no 28). As our drive has poor
visibility and the pavement is very narrow (only 1.04m) we cannot safely exit our drive unless a car is parked outside
our house. We would therefore have to park both cars elsewhere on Denmark Road. The same situation would
apply to no. 30.
4. Given that our house is only 1m from the road we suffer from vibration damage caused by HGVs. We have also
in the past had a lorry hit our car and while this was far from ideal, it was preferable to it smashing into our living
room which would have been the outcome had our car not been parked outside.
I would welcome the chance to engage in some constructive dialogue about these proposals. While I debate that
there is actually a problem that requires action, I would potentially be open to the idea of formalising the current
unspoken rules that work well, such as not parking on the north side of Denmark Road from 19 to 35.

10

As a part of the consultation on the proposed waiting restrictions on Denmark Road, I would like to add my
feedback.
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I am resident at number 23 Denmark Road and am highly appreciative of the vehicles that park along the length of
the road. While we do not park our own cars on the road, we find that the vehicles that do park there do not cause a
nuisance.
The vehicles parked along the length of the road slow the progress of traffic to a safe speed. At times when vehicles
are not parked on the road, cars and lorries frequently drive down the narrow road at speeds in excess of 50 mph.
I have two young children and feel that they are much safer for the slower, more controlled traffic. Before any
changes to parking restrictions are made, I would therefore ask what the Parish Council would do to control the
speed of vehicles on Denmark Road.

11

I would like to respond to your letter outlining proposed waiting restrictions in Denmark Road.
I've lived at 28 Denmark Road for more than 10 years, our house has very little pavement (1metre) and sits almost
in the road. We have NOT experienced "considerable nuisance" with parking or congestion, and I am surprised to
hear it is a problem.
We do have several safety issues however:
Inconsiderate speeding drivers, seemingly unaware of the hidden driveways and Coop entrance. As residents we
have found that a few parked cars on the road actually reduce speeding and mean that people drive with more care.
Since our path is only just over a metre wide, leaving it exposed with no parked vehicles, could expose pedestrians
to speeding traffic.
We only have room for one car on our small drive, so the second is parked outside our property. With the proposals
it may have to be parked permanently outside a neighbour's property if the double yellow lines are in front of our
house.
Our drive is a blind exit, so we have to reverse in. When pulling out the car is already over the path and into the road
before we can see the traffic. If our 2nd car is NOT outside our house (thus diverting traffic away from our exit) we
cannot safely use our drive. Therefore with the proposals we would leave both cars further down the road outside
neighbour's properties.
Following point-to-point races one year a horse box lost control and drove into our parked car outside our house.
Had our car not been there to take the impact, the horsebox would have smashed into our living room instead.
Speeding traffic and heavy lorries driving so close to our house have caused considerable vibration in our house,
cracking windows and ceilings. All upstairs ceilings have been replaced, and we find having a car as a 'buffer'
parked outside our house makes us feel safer and means traffic is a little further away from our building, thus
reducing the vibration damage a little.
The only time parking has been a problem is when tradespeople are working on properties and park a few vans on
the road (recently at the top of Telegraph St), but these events are only temporary.
Also a concern is that the parking restrictions will concentrate the parking in Denmark St to a few areas, so residents
who need road parking will be competing with visitors to the pub or shops.
Please do listen to residents before making these decisions. There has always been an unwritten rule that any
parking is on the south side of the street, leaving access to the butchers and Coop free. As far as I know this works
for us and our immediate neighbours who have limited (or no) off-road parking.
I look forward to a sensible outcome.

12

I would say when using Denmark Road, the cars not only slow down traffic but stop accidents when people come
out of or want to go into the Co-Op car park. Lots of yellow lines = increased speed in Cottenham; do we really want
that? I don't think so.
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13

Maybe
1 I have a number of comments to make on the above, which I hope you will find to be constructive and helpful.
First, I would like to make a few general observations on the need for / desirability of parking restrictions in
this type of road so that you may understand my reasons for suggesting the minor changes to you proposal that
I have in mind.
General Comments - Denmark Road is part of a bus route and it is one of the three alternative ways into /
through the village for traffic to and from Landbeach. That said, it is far from being a major through route and
the needs of residents and their visitors for parking space must weigh quite heavily against those of the through
traffic. Baring this in mind, and taking account of the undoubted traffic calming effect of parked vehicles
(which comes at no cost to the council) I believe that parking restrictions should be kept to the minimum level
that is consistent with the need to ensure safety and unrestricted access. I believe that the unrestricted access
should be maintained not only for emergency vehicles bur for buses, through traffic and pedestrians too.
Specific Proposals –
As you point out in your consultation document, parking is generally not allowed within 10 metres of a Road
Junction. I agree that it might be helpful to some motorists if they were reminded of this fact by the use of
yellow lines and it is for the council to decide where this would sit within its budgetary priorities. I am
somewhat concerned that you propose to use either a single solid line or a dotted + solid double line since both
of these imply that the parking restrictions only apply at certain times of day, and I do not believe this to be the
case.
It seems from your proposal that you regard the entrance to the Co-op car park to be a road junction. Clearly
this is not the case, and while one could make a strong case for restricting parking along the North side of
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Denmark Road within a few metres of this entrance on safety grounds, resticting parking on the South side of
the road is hard to justify.
Restricting parking along one side of the road on the approach to the high Street does not seem to me to make
a lot of sense. It would reduce the traffic calming effect of the parked vehicles without significantly reducing
congestion or improving safety.
Finally, you proposal does not appear to address the problem of vehicles parking in such a way as to obstruct
the bus stops in Denmark Road. This seems to be currently the problem that causes most difficulty and
inconvenience for drivers and buss passengers alike. When busses are forced to double park to allow
passengers to board and alight, no vehicles can pass until this operation has been completed, and bus
passengers (particularly those with restricted mobility) cannot benefit fully from the lowering of the bus
platform to kerb level. If money is to be spent on Yellow lines, protecting the bus stops should be your priority.

Margett Street Responses
Yes
1 I strongly support the proposals to reinforce the waiting restrictions at the junction of Margett St and the High St.
We live on Margett St close to the High St end. People often park right up to the junction, meaning we have to pull
over to the opposite lane when we are waiting to turn out onto the High Street. Turning is made more dangerous
because parked cars on the High Street block the line of sight so you can’t see if anything is coming.
Also, there is often a car (very often the same one) parked immediately opposite the entrance to Margett Street,
which as you’ve noted, causes congestion and is dangerous.
People also often park up on the pavement, which makes it difficult for pedestrians to get past, especially with
buggies.
I see the same cars parked unsafely many times a week. Would it be possible to put a note on the windscreens as a
reminder? There already yellow lines, which people ignore.
I notice more dangerous parking when there is an event on at the Baptist Church or the Scout Hut, as people
struggle to find safe places to park. You might already have tried it, but if not is it worth speaking to the people there
to ask them to remind visitors?
Thanks for the chance to vent if nothing else!

2 Thank you for your letter about proposed new road markings. My wife and I think these are excellent but we have
two observations, one minor, one major.
We hope these will apply to Post Office vans. The other, more serious is that they will have to be enforced.

No
1 I've recently received your consultation letter regarding the proposed restrictions in Margett Street. Please could you
clarify if the double yellow lines in Margett Street will be extended past the current restrictions or will these be simply
renewed as they are now, I think currently 10m from the junction?
I am hoping that the parking restrictions on the street won't be extended, as this area is crucial parking for us
residents who don't have a driveway or garage.
Furthermore, do the council have any plans to help reduce the amount of traffic that uses the High Street? Traffic
using the high street as a cut through is on the increase, especially by the number of lorries that use it. The majority
of the traffic speed by our house, they seem to speed up considerably from the mini roundabout after Broad Lane up
until the corner of Lambs Lane.

Maybe
1 Thank you for your letter regarding the proposed waiting restrictions in margett street.
The availability for houses with no off street parking is a continuing problem with the residents of the high street
and margett street.
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One of the main issues that contributes to this problem is some of the larger houses with driveways and
garages intentionally park on the street where the resident without any off street parking could park. I don't
understand why they don't use their own land to park on.
Please can we put into the proposal that if houses have off street parking that they use it. It is unfair to other
residents in the area to struggle to park when their driveways and garages are empty and they park on the
street.
Will the proposed 10metres affect the parking at the beginning of margett street? Meaning will it shorten the
amount of cars that can park in the much sort after parking places.
Add to Cottenham magazine please:
Please could houses who have off street parking use it to be considerate to neighbours who don't have off
street parking.

Rooks Street Responses
Yes
1

As a resident of Corbett Street who very frequently exits Corbett Street via Rooks Street by car, I would like to
say how much I support your proposed waiting restrictions for Rooks Street, which are very much overdue.

2
At last this is being recognised. I moved here 2 years ago and have always found parked cars dangerous, The
worst offender is the huge 4 x 4 parked right on the bend or immediately before as you turn in to Rooks Street
outside the big white house with the pretty tree it means you have to take the corner on the wrong side of the
road blind and hope no boy racer flies round as it would be head on collision. Utterly dangerous and illegal and
the owner would have known when they bought the property. Then as you head down towards the 1 bedroom
houses 86 Rooks St the next corner is dangerous due to parked cars which often partially conceal the entrance
to my house making it dangerous from a visibility perspective both these areas are red lined on your proposal.
Please do it but beware once cars have gone boy racers may come and traffic calming measures are needed
on both bends to android the 4 am idiots who screech round and would hit and kill others if they were not and
voids keep.

3
We are in complete agreement with these proposals.It is not before time.Have you considered the junction at
Corbett Street and Telegraph Street which is a nasty blind sort.
4
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5

6
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No
1 We are writing to strongly oppose the above proposal based on the following considerations:
• The proposed restricted parking area totally encompasses our property boundaries, (60 Rooks Street), with
both Rooks Street and Corbett Street respectively. The street already has congested parking and such a
restriction will only add further complications:
• Both my wife and I work fulltime, with a 35 minute and 40 minute commute respectively to our respective
places of work so require 2 vehicles,
• We have an 18 month old child with need to load/ offload a pram and other kit into vehicles,
• There is a side access that cannot be used as an off-street carpark due to being too narrow to park a
vehicle in between rear wall of the house and the boundary of our property, (requests to our neighbour to allow
extension of the footprint of the carpark onto their property have been declined),
• Cars parking either side of the road outside of demarcated lines would add further congestion to the street,
restricting, if not totally blocking access both to through traffic and emergency vehicles,
We would like to offer some alternative suggestions that should be taken into consideration prior to imposing
any parking restrictions:
1. Restrict parking access on only one side of the street and authorise parking on the pavement on the
opposite unrestricted side of Rooks street and Corbett Street respectively,
2. Make Rooks Street into a one way traffic flow, thus preventing the high volume of traffic using our street as
a short cut access, “Rat-run” between the High Street and Denmark Road,
3. Install bollards either side of start of Rooks Street to restrict access to wide trade vehicles and other
oversize traffic using Rooks Street as a thoroughfare.
We feel the proposed congestion will only further aggravate the parking situation, leading to new bottlenecks
and more congestion on the street. We moved into our new home in December 2016. One of our key criteria
for buying our house was access to parking outside the house whilst we have young children. Imposing a
parking ban around the entire perimeter of our property in both directions would not only make our lives
unbearably difficult, but also likely devalue our property, which we have saved for 17 years to purchase.
We are still very new to the street and indeed the village and have become very fond of Cottenham so would
ask you carefully consider our needs before acting.
We look forward to your response.

2 I am writing in response to the proposal to restrictions of parking in Rooks Street.
I live in Rooks Street, and feel that the proposal would not be in my interest because, looking at the plan, it
seems that it would cause restriction on my getting out of my drive, which is already an issue. If the parking on
the entrance to Rooks St from Denmark Rd is altered then I suspect the cars in question would park in front of
my house wall or opposite my gateway. In fact last year we had a serious case of sepsis here and with cars
parked opposite the ambulance was unable to get into the drive to rush the patient to hospital. The paramedics
had to go and find who the vehicles belonged to in order to get them moved.
We already have vehicles riding the pavement on my side of the road in order to overtake the parked vehicles
opposite my house. This behaviour puts my garden wall in danger of being knocked down. Some of these
vehicles are large vans and HGV's. This is also a dangerous practice for pedestrians.
The vehicles who park opposite also cause very dangerous problems to people with pushchairs, walking
frames etc because a lot of vehicles park on the pavement. This causes pedestrians to walk on the road
because there is no access to the pavement, and risk cars coming at speed towards them having overtaken
the parked vehicles on the corner.
If this proposal goes through there is pollution to consider, as cars coming in the opposite direction will cause
oncoming vehicles to have to give way, which happens all the time anyhow.
I consider that a one way street option would make a lot more sense, in that it would reduce traffic by 50% and
in turn save wear and tear on the already worn out road. This would in mean that parking, as it is at the
moment, could remain the same, even though it is something a problem. I know I would feel a lot safer coming
around that bend knowing that no one was coming towards me in the opposite direction, because often speed
and lack of consideration doesn't come into the equation when people are in a hurry or just don't care.
I hope you will consider my comments as useful for the future plan of Rooks St and it's problems.
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3 In relation to the proposed waiting restrictions in Rooks Street, I would like to respond to the proposal. As a

resident living at number 76, Rooks Street, I agree that there are residents who park in an inconsiderate
manner, particularly on the bend and junctions. It would seem that residents who are multiple car owners with
public parking only assume that it is their right to park outside their property.
It is clear that the age and make-up of the street does not fit with current car usage as in my area there are
more cars than spaces available in the road. Most who have driveways make full use of them and we are
fortunate in that we do a have a driveway. My concern is that my driveway is concealed between two
properties and that we have since moving into the property five years ago have had on numerous occasions
thoughtless drivers who have partially or fully blocked access to our driveway entrance. By restricting street
parking as set out in the proposal, my concern would be that this will be a more frequent occurrence. In
addition to the yellow lines, would the parish council consider white lines for those driveways affected by the
proposal?
I fear that the restrictions will simply shift the problem along and parking will become more and more difficult as
residents attempt to park. For those residents who choose not to make use of driveways perhaps they could be
encouraged to do so rather than leaving them on the road? Also if a ban could be placed on the parking of
vans in the road and a speed restriction could be considered, many use Rooks Street as a cut through to the
High Street and speed terribly seeing coming out of the bend as a challenge!
I appreciate that I have included many aspects for your consideration but thought them worthwhile mentioning
in the hope that a suitable resolution can be found which is considerate of the residents living in Rooks Street

4 We are writing to you to voice our concerns over the proposed waiting restrictions on the corner of Rooks and
Corbett Streets.
Whilst it may be true that within this jurisdiction the official waiting restriction near a corner is 10 metres, this
is a restriction observed more in the breach within Cottenham and villages all up and down the country.
As in so many older parts of villages, there is a shortage of parking in Rooks, Corbett and Margett Streets.
Provided people park sensibly then there is no real problem if the 10 metre restriction is not explicitly
enforced.
Because of these parking shortages we and our immediate neighbours do park near the junction but not near
enough to cause problems.
Occasionally we have seen cases of people parking right on the corner which could create problems, but these
are not the residents of 37 Corbett Street, 58 or 60 Rooks Street. We don’t think anyone would object to having
double yellow lines 5 metres from the corner to avoid inconsiderate parking.
If on the other hand, the Council were to add double yellow lines 10 metres from the corner, then by our
reckoning there would be at least 6 vehicles that will have their usual parking disrupted and then will have to
find somewhere else to park in Rooks and Corbett Streets – where there are already parking shortages, as
mentioned earlier. Essentially by putting in 10 metre lines on this particular junction the Council would be
fixing a problem that doesn’t really exist but creating real problems elsewhere.
We have noted that the current proposals to add 10 metre lines do not seem to include the junction of Corbett
and Margett Streets, nor the junction of Corbett and Telegraph Streets. We have to question why this is not the
case? If it is true that there are problems at Rooks & Corbett Streets, then those problems will also be present at
the other junctions.
As to the question of emergency vehicles gaining access, we do not believe this is a real problem. It should be
noted that currently large vehicles regularly travel up and down Rooks and Corbett Streets (e.g. rubbish
collection lorries, removal vans etc.) without any problems. It would indeed seem a slap in the face to residents
if parking restrictions were enforced on this corner now, but it wasn’t seen as an issue when large vehicles
were using the corner many times a day when the Millfield industrial estate was in operation.
Finally, on the issue of parking at the Rooks/Corbett junction, it should be noted that by marking 10 metre
lines the value of the properties at 37 Corbett Street and 60 Rooks Streets will be negatively affected as we
have no off-street parking and will not be able to park cars outside our own homes. Additionally, it may cause
us problems with very elderly or very young family members if we have to park a long way from our homes.
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As to the proposed restrictions further down Rooks Street, many of the comments above also apply – by further
limiting already limited parking, the Council will be creating real problems. We would like to suggest rather
than introduce further parking restrictions, the junction of Rooks Street and Denmark Road should have a
restriction introduced allowing entry only in to (or exit from) Rooks Street. This would then remove the
possibility of a head-on collision on the blind corner but would not negatively affect parking on Rooks Street
nor form any real inconvenience to the residents of Rooks Street.
In conclusion, please don’t put 10 metre long double yellow lines on the junction of Rooks and Corbett Streets.

5 Further to the ‘consultation letter’ from the Parish Council which we received on 30 May 2017 we
wish to register our objection to the proposals for the following reasons:
• The Parish Council has no legal powers to introduce such a restriction and, therefore, the proposal
and consultation is, at best, misleading and likely to distort the responses received from residents
• There is no evidence of a need for additional waiting restrictions in Rooks Street
• The imposition of waiting restrictions and their enforcement are unnecessary and would be entirely
disproportionate
• The Parish Council has not considered or proposed any alternative to residents to enable them to
make an informed response to the consultation
• There has been no consideration of the wider impact of imposing restrictions, such as the effect on
neighbouring roads due to displaced parking
• The imposition of the proposed restrictions would have an adverse impact on the Cottenham
Conservation area
• The proposal may have an adverse impact on persons from groups with protected equality
characteristics
The ‘consultation letter’ states that “congestion and inconsiderate parking in Rooks Street cause
considerable nuisance to local residents.” However, no evidence is provided to support this
statement and I would posit that this statement is not factual. There are over a hundred dwellings on
Rooks Street and there must be hundreds of vehicles using the road each day. However, when I
requested, via the Freedom of Information Act rights, details of the evidence held by the Parish
Council of this ‘considerable nuisance’ I was informed that only a handful of concerns had been
raised.
One of the main sources of concern appears to be those raised by our neighbours at 93 and 95
Rooks Street. These concerns do not relate to congestion or safety, as suggested in the
consultation, but rather to the blocking of light to the properties’ windows when vehicles, particularly
commercial vehicles, park in front of the properties which have no garden to the front of the property.
We do, of course, sympathise with our neighbours, however, it is very rarely that vehicles are parked
in front of these properties as the neighbours and their visitors are aware of the impact of parking in
front of the properties and avoid doing so. I would add that if some form of parking restriction is
recommended we would not object to a restriction in front of 93 and 95 Rooks Street.
The ‘consultation letter’ also states ‘safety issues for emergency vehicles’ as a reason for proposing
parking restrictions. However, again, no evidence is offered to support this view. Therefore, we have
contacted the local emergency services and requested information regarding emergency call outs to
Rooks Street. I am pleased to be able to advise that all three emergency services were extremely
helpful and were able to provide information in time for us to respond to the consultation. Their
responses are as follows:
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In addition to the above I would point out that the District Council’s refuse vehicles service Rooks
Street each week without any apparent difficulty. Those residents living close to Fitzwilliam House
will also be aware of the daily catering deliveries by a heavy goods vehicle, again with no difficulties.
I trust that in making a decision regarding the proposal the Parish Council will have due regard to its
public sector equality duty in relation to persons with protected characteristics under the Equality Act
2010 and would welcome your assurances on this matter.
We have previously expressed our concerns regarding the decision making and governance relating
to the “consultation” and have submitted a formal complaint. The response from the clerk and Cllr
Collins are acknowledged and we offer our thanks for the time taken to respond. However, we regret
that the responses received have done little to allay our concerns and would request that the
Committee also considers our earlier correspondence in relation to this matter. We remain hopefully
that the Committee’s final decision with give due consideration to these concerns.
Proposal to “renew” existing double yellow lines – since waiting restrictions already exist in this part
of Rooks Street and no change is proposed we confirm that we have no objection to this ‘proposal’,
subject to any road marking continuing to be in keeping with the nature of the conservation area.
In conclusion, we would add that we are not opposed to the possibility of other traffic calming
measures in Rooks Street, for example, speed restrictions, and would welcome the opportunity to
engage in a consultation on alternative options.

Maybe
1 Would it it be possible to email a larger map regarding the proposed waiting restrictions as it is not clear from
the map we received. [LARGER MAP SENT – NO FURTHER COMMENTS RECEIVED]

There is obviously a problem with access when coming in from the Landbeach road end of Rook Street
especially at the first bend where I am aware of at least one accident due to vehicles being parked on what is
blind corner.
I have concerns regarding vehicles being parked further into Rooks Street. We live at No 96 and share our
drive with No 98. Our access out of the drive is between the two properties and indiscriminate parking outside
our properties could result in us having great difficulty in accessing Rooks Street.

2 As a resident of Rooks Street, I fully understand the Parish Council’s reasons for proposing these restrictions.
The difficulty will be in enforcing these waiting restrictions. There is nobody to police this.
The parking of vehicles on the two right angle bends is plain stupid, BUT the fact that the cars/vans regularly
park in this way is well known to us residents and actually slows down the traffic, because the road becomes
partially blocked.
Rooks Street and Telegraph Street have become rat runs in the rush hour for cars travelling to and from Beach
Road for residents of Cottenham and for Twenty Pence traffic moving through the village, and parked vehicles
make the route hazardous.
I would propose further even more drastic action on these lines:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

A series of severe road humps as constructed on the outskirts of Rampton, but far more of them and
extended right through the village and out to its boundaries.
Reduce the speed limit to 20mph through the entire length of the High Street and enforce it with
cameras.
Adopt a 20mph speed limit in all Cottenham Roads.
I would make Rooks Street one way, BUT one way both ways! Access to Rooks Street would be
allowed from both Denmark Road and from High Street with traffic diverted into Corbett Street from both
directions with “No Entry” signs at the Corbett Street/Millfield cross roads, which forces the traffic to take
the circuitous route into Corbett Street.
Corbett Street would be made one way only towards Telegraph Street.
Margett Street would be made one way only towards the High Street.
Telegraph Street would be lined with double yellow markings along its entire length (both sides). No
parking at any time.

These measures would quickly reduce traffic through the village and would restrict movements along Rooks
Street, Margett Street and Corbett Street to residents only as the “rat run” traffic is forced back onto the main
roads and Twenty Pence traffic chooses the A10 because of the difficulty in travelling through Cottenham.

3 Firstly thank you for the letter regarding the parking issues at Rooks Street. My husband and I have lived on
Rooks Street since 2013 and we have never felt so at home! We were very pleased to receive a letter
regarding the road/traffic issues on our street, but we don't feel that the matter of 'waiting traffic' holds as much
as importance to some other issues. To us and many of our neighbours and I am sure others on the street feel
that the below issues hold priority:
* The surface of the road- lots of pot holes and uneven areas.
* Speed limit- many drivers go down at speeds of between 40mph-60mph. Realistically, it should be a 20mph
zone.
* Limit to either 1 way or access only due to how many people use it as a cut through road. This would
therefore limit the amount of travel overall.
We are in support of the concept of the waiting restrictions as we are a home owners on the street. We, like
many on the street have no drive to park on, so are left to park our 2 cars on the road. I know this is the case
with many people without drives too. In contrast, many people who have drives don't actually use them.
Therefore, some people will go with nowhere to park.
We look forward to hearing from you.

4 Another problem is the amount of people who leave there wheelie bins in the street. I reported this to the police and
they say it is a Council problem to sort out.

Telegraph Street Responses
Yes
1 I have just read the letter concerning the proposed parking restrictions in Telegraph Street. Both my wife and
I would welcome these changes. Since our house is on the bend in the road opposite Cundell Drive, it is very
difficult to leave our driveway owing to cars parked outside our house. This makes it impossible to see traffic
coming from Denmark Road direction. Cars coming from Denmark Road, usually at high speed, are quite
often on the wrong side of the road due to cars parked outside of our house. This makes them screech to a
halt as cars coming from the Corbett Street direction are also on the wrong side of the road due to parking on
the left, making it single lane. This situation is an accident waiting to happen.
2 I am writing to give my support to the above proposal.
Being a resident in Telegraph Street, this problem just seems to be getting worse.
I live at no. 31 which is near the bend half way down. We very often hear the screeching of brakes as cars
come up the road and then have to slam their brakes on due to a car approaching from the opposite direction
- both cars are often on the wrong side of the road due to the parked cars. Several cars have been hit outside
our house and nearby!
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I do hope, if the proposal goes ahead, that the lines could be extended across our driveway to discourage cars
parking across it - we sometimes get vehicles blocking access to our drive now and I'm afraid this might get
worse if lines are restricting other spaces. This in turn causes more congestion while we have to wait for the
vehicle to move.
It would also be useful if lines could be painted to stop cars from parking across the entrance to the lean-to at
no. 25 - this would enable ourselves and probably people exiting Cundell Drive to have a small window to see
if there are any cars coming from the High Street end. With all of the cars parked along here we are very
rarely able to see if there is anything coming and I personally have almost been caught out several times. I
would imagine it is the same for those trying to leave Cundell Drive. When there is also a vehicle parked the
other side of our drive outside no. 33 (between our drive way and Cundell Drive) it is often impossible to see
either way as we come out of our drive way. This is very dangerous on what has developed into a busy
through road.
However, even if this does go ahead, it needs some sort of monitoring. There are currently double yellow
lines on the bend near Corbett Street but this doesn't stop cars (or maybe always the same one) from parking
there. The whole of the vehicle on the yellow lines - making is essential for anything coming through
Telegraph Street from the High Street end having to cross to the other side of the road (right on the bend)
and very often coming face to face with something coming the other way! I don't understand how this can go
on day after day and nothing is done about it. Vehicles parking in this manner are creating a danger and it
should be stopped.
I look forward to hearing the outcome of this proposal and hope that it will make Telegraph Street a little
safer!
3 My husband and I are essentially in support of the suggested waiting restrictions proposed. We very much
recognise the importance of emergency vehicles needing access and we too, have experienced some
inconsiderate parking.
Whilst in agreement with the suggestion we did query the 'knock on' effect of potentially less parking available
around these streets. Principally, cars that park on Denmark road but across the junction. We wondered what
thought the Parish Council have given to this dilemma and what solutions there are?
I would also like to strongly support the parking restrictions at the Corbett Street junction. As I regulary walk our
children to school along this route parking across this junction makes crossing very dangerous. Some
residents clearly parking on double yellow lines!
Any feedback would be much appreciated. We do hope these changes make the roads safer for all local
residents.

4 By telephone 12/6/17 – Marvellous idea, particularly near Cundell Drive where exiting is difficult due to
parked cars.
No
1 Please do NOT put double yellow lines in Telegraph Street!
Waiting is already restricted near junctions, and stupid parking that greatly restricts road width is
fairly infrequent. I suspect double yellow lines may not deter stupid parking in any case, and who will
enforce them?
I do not wish the road to be cleared so the bus can thunder through faster than it already does. The
houses shake as it rumbles by; increased speed is likely to produce yet more cracks in our walls. I
am keen to slow it down or move it onto the High Street.
The same number of cars will park in the street, lines or not; many do not have off-road parking. If
you condense the length of road available, they may well park right up to driveway exits, or even
across them, making an exit onto the highway more dangerous than it can be at the moment.
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Indeed, you'll possibly be shifting a road hazard from vehicles able to cope with it onto homeowners
and their families who may well find they cannot exit onto the highway safely. The bus is easy to see,
but not so the fast car or the child on a bicycle.
To conclude, I'll state no yellow lines please. There are streets more deserving if you have money to
spare; Corbett Street and Rooks Street being two such examples.

2 I wish to lodge a comment against the above proposed plans. I have looked closely at the plan and also drive

and park down Telegraph Street all the time. Whilst I accept that parking in this street can be difficult, it would
appear that this is due to this being a residential street with many old terrace properties with no access to off
road parking.
My points are:
If you are going to impose restrictions then please provide alternative arrangements for those properties that
are without allocated parking. I notice the big car park for the flats at the high street end of the street, maybe a
negotiation for people to park here, and/or in the doctors car park.
If it is the bus that is inconvenienced by the parking, then it maybe it is worth considering re-routing the bus to
a more appropriate route.
Telegraph Street is a residential area, it is highly trafficked with all kinds of vehicles coming down it, even with
restriction signs at each end. Residents put up with this, and also put up with the possibility that there vehicles
maybe damaged by this traffic. What it not acceptable is that those who struggle to park near their houses will
find themselves with greater difficulties, seemingly from your notice, to prioritise the needs of those who do not
encounter these problems.
I also do not consider this to be a good use of Parish Council money.
I am strongly opposed to these plans. Please keep me informed of any further decisions made on this matter.

3 I writing after receiving your notification for the proposed waiting restrictions to be put on Telegraph street,

Cottenham. I am against this proposal as I do not think it will improve the parking situation on the street. Below
are some of my concerns and objections to your proposals.
Under the Highway code, it states that persons should not park close to a junction, under this guidance, there
is a means of notifying or prosecuting drivers that ignore the highway code, therefore instead of putting double
yellow lines, just enforce the regulations of the highway code.
Another issues is that if double yellow lines are placed as proposed, who will monitor this? I do not think that
there will be a traffic warden that will come round and put parking notices on violators therefore making the
installation of yellow line pointless. If the plan is to get a traffic warden to come and monitor the installed yellow
lines, then why can’t this warden be used to enforce the rules laid out in the highway code.
A further objection to this proposal is the impact it will have on the residents of Telegraph street that do not
have off street parking. With double yellow lines installed, it will squash all the cars into a smaller space, this
will result in people not being able to park on the street where they live. This could impact on parents with
children or the elderly that could result in having to make extra journey of walking, possibly with shopping or
small children in tow. I do not believe that the installation of yellow lines will result in less cars being owned or
used by the residents.
I also have a concerns as to the aesthetics of Telegraph street if these double yellow lines are installed, it is an
old and traditional street and this will be negatively affected by this proposal.
If the parish council is to progress with this proposal, then what options are going to be put forward for the
residents?
Will you consider residents only parking on the street? If so, will the residents have to pay for this? Again who
will monitor this?
If one of the drivers for installing these double yellow is to allow easier passage for buses, how about the
changing the route of the bus to go down the high street instead of Telegraph st.
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If this proposal is to be pursued, then I would like to be informed of this directly and also given the opportunity
to attend further planning and consultation meetings where residents can join in the discussion about moving
this proposal forward.
I would like you to confirm that this objection has been received as well as some answers to the questions /
objections raised. I would also like to know how much this proposal will cost the parish council to impose and
what Impact this will have on the contributions I and other residents make in our council tax payments.
I look forward to hearing from you soon on this matter as well as being informed on how this proposal is being
progressed.

4 I have lived in Telegraph Street for almost 50 years, the last 7 as a retired person. In all this time I can count
on one hand the number of times I have been aware of any parking that has caused any significant hold up to
the buses on the middle section of the street. As far as I am aware there has never been an accident caused
by parked cars on this section, in fact what cars are parked act to slow traffic down, especially buses which
cause a huge vacuum as they pass houses built on the path frontage, this force is sufficient to move the front
of the house causing cracks in the bricks and plaster work. The only part of Telegraph Street that causes a
problem is the junction with Corbett Street.
Not so many months ago tax payers money was spent on signs at both end of Telegraph Street stating that
the street was unsuitable for heavy goods vehicles perhaps you could explain to me why we now have buses
going in the other direction as well. Regardless of whether the cost of these line comes out of the parish
council or the county council budget it is still tax payers money which could well be spent on more beneficial
things such as sweeping the gutters, repairing the path and roads, cutting back hedge rows, in face
maintaining some of the other measures the council has implemented like the speed warning sign as you
come into Cottenham from Rampton which has been obscured by the hedge row for at least two months.
Narrow Lane is filthy dirty the trees hang down so low that I have to duck to walk down there, the path at one
point has a huge trip hazard caused by uneven surface. The chain link fencing quite often has strands of wire
sticking out. The trees are so over grown that the one street light hardly illuminates the path.The path
outside the old Police house is almost impassable due to the width of the hedge. I could go on and on if I
commented on the rest of the village. Every new installation requires maintenance, the cost of this can only
be born by increasing taxes or by allowing some previous piece of work to fall into disrepair.
I would respectfully suggest that the Parish Council employ there time, effort and tax payers money on
looking after the residents of the village for which they were elected to do and not to pander to a bus
company which does not meet the needs of the village, is over priced and inefficient.
In conclusion I agree that restrictions are required at the Corbett Street, Telegraph Street junction as
inconsiderate parking does cause problems and possibly on the corner at the Denmark Street end. But I see
no need for the expense and upkeep of double lines on the centre section and into Cundell Drive. I have
attached photo’s of Telegraph Street looking in both directions on a typical weekday morning, as you can see
there is very little parking and certainly not enough to cause any problem.
I would be more than happy to discuss this further with any of your councillors.
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5 Unfortunately I cannot support these proposals as almost no consideration has been given to protecting on-

road parking for residents who need it. The proposed double yellows on the diagram very clearly encroach on
the boundary of our property, which has no off-road parking. There are often other people's cars parked
directly in front of our house - either people visiting the doctors or co-op (both of which have ample parking), or
other residents' second cars or visitors who often park in front of our house overnight. We are a single-car
family (also currently experiencing mobility issues) and implemeting these proposals could mean us having to
park several streets away.

6 As a resident of telegraph street I have recently received the notice of proposed restrictions.

Although I completely understand the issues along the road, I am quite concerned for the lack of parking for
residents and their guests which will be increased if there are to be lines introduced. Especially with the
doctors surgery patients parking over drives causing problems with access rather than parking in the doctors
car park.
There is never parking on both sides of the roads so I think the vast extension of the ready installed lines is a
little drastic.
I think a more serious issue that needs to be considered is the speed limit on telegraph street and the
installation of mirrors on the blind corners as people come round the bends on the road far to fast and have
many a time seen near misses.

The Green Responses
Yes
1 I am responding to the consultation about proposed waiting restrictions around Cottenham Village Green.
I am broadly in favour of the proposals. The number of cars parking long the roads around the Village Green at
the beginning and end of the school day, dropping off and picking up children from Cottenham Village College,
has increased dramatically over the past few years. I live at no. 332 High Street, which is just by the layby on
the opposite side of the Green from the College, and I work partly from home so that I am frequently at home
during the hours at the start and end of the school day. Traffic circulation along the road at those times is
seriously impeded, and cars frequently park or stop so that access to my driveway is blocked. But most
seriously, groups of schoolchildren are crossing the road between parked cars with very restricted visibility,
and the danger of an accident must be very high. Preventing parents from stopping to drop off and pick up
children in these areas must therefore be a good idea, in my view - and the restrictions would also be useful at
other times when parking congestion is bad and the risk of injury to pedestrians high, such as when there is a
funfair on the Green.
My only reservation about the proposals is not for myself - since we have off-road parking at our house for our
own car and one visitor, so do not need to park on the street - but for other residents who do not have any offroad parking at their properties, and so are currently using the street outside their houses for car parking.
Surely some provision must be made for those residents? It cannot be acceptable simply to leave them with
nowhere to park near their houses.
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No

1 We live at the address above and oppose the proposal for preventing parking around the village green.
Parking is not a problem for us as no one parks in front of our drive, people park for short periods of time when
waiting to pick up their children. To prevent parking would be a serious problem for parents as they are not
allowed to drive onto the school premises and their is no where else to park on the high street.
If we are trying to swap cars around or have more people then we can fit on to our drive way, this could be an
issue.
Having grown up in this house and seen the changes in the amount of cars on the road coming through the
village, the main problem is the lorries, if they can be rerouted or a weight restriction introduced.

2

Prevent lorries driving down our side of the green unless for access and use the main road, this would solve
the problem of congestion.
With regards to the proposed waiting restrictions around the village green, as a resident of high street, your
proposals will directly effect me.
Placing waiting restrictions around the entire green on both sides of the road is in my opinion a poorly thought
out idea.
• There will be nowhere for visitors to park for any of the properties along the green.
• When taken into account with the proposed wider traffic plan for the village there will be too great a
restriction on people entering the village (i.e. around the proposed new 'speed ramps' there should
be a restriction on waiting, likewise the same is true around the proposed new crossing locations)
• The highways code already prohibits waiting at the approach to and on a junction, however this is
simply ignored by people because there are no double yellow lines marked.
• What congestion there is is usually time specific and caused by drop off and collection of children for
the school - waiting restrictions would not materially effect this.
Perhaps a better suggestion would be:
• Explicitly mark the current waiting restrictions, with double yellow lines to the 10m boundary of the
three junctions on the green.
• Add restriction to one side of the road only, again explicitly marking this with double yellow lines.
The green is of course part of the conservation zone, and it is often cited that explicit line markings are
detrimental to the appearance of the area, perhaps narrower than normal road markings can be applied? I
have seen this done within national parks, but I am not sure of the guidelines that should be followed.
Finally the biggest problem with traffic is the way people treat the mini roundabout on the north east corner of
the green. It is unfortunately far to common to see people cutting the roundabout when turning right off high
street when traveling west. Not only do drivers effectively go round the roundabout the wrong way, they then
cut across the oncoming traffic flow in front of number 318. I have witnessed far too many 'near misses' that
have caused north bound drivers to take avoiding action. Again the only reasonable action I can propose is to
increase the road markings on the roundabout; repaint the island, and give way markings, and perhaps add
additional direction arrows on the road surface. Drivers do not appear to treat the south mini roundabout in the
same way. Perhaps because it is bigger?

3 We strongly oppose implementation of waiting restrictions as set out in your consultation letter recently

distributed to residents on and around the green. One of us has been living on the green opposite the school
drive for 19 years and the other for 56 years and both of us are a little bit puzzled as to why there suddenly
seems to be a perceived problem with parking. Living in a village and living near the village college you might
expect some minor congestion at school drop off and pick up times. It would seem overkill to implement
double yellow lines to remedy this supposed congestion, something you might expect in a big city and not in a
rural village. Double yellow lines would mean visitors would be unable to park in front of our house.
The reality is that someone looking to park or wait near the school is going to gravitate towards the high street
with the layby opposite the school. Nobody parks or waits on either Rampton Road or the school side of the
High Street. Our side of the green is characterised by a relatively narrow road, the absence of curbing and
road marking as befitting a village green. Unfortunately this road is increasingly becoming a rat run especially
with Northstowe traffic and in particular the associated heavy trucks. If your intention is to improve safety by
implementing no parking on this road, then we think this, in fact, will have the opposite effect. Unimpeded by
any parked cars, traffic will inevitably speed.
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Traffic has increased in recent years and we would argue that this side road is sometimes taking more traffic
during peak times than the main road opposite. We think the traffic flow is the real issue and not the parking.
We think another solution needs to be sought. If safety is the number one goal then another alternative might
be to close the road to through traffic. This would provide ample waiting area at the same time as eliminating
traffic speed therefore ensuring the safety of school children.

4 You requested feedback on the possibility of additional parking restrictions around the Village Green. In
short, this is a bad idea for the following reasons: 1. The nature of the parking problem is overstated. I have
the benefit of my office over-looking the Green and I have been monitoring this since receiving the letter.
The incidence of obstructive parking around the Green is non-existent on the east and south side. It occurs
only very occasionally on the west side. Consequently, there can be no reason for considering additional
parking restrictions on the east side or south side of the Green. 2. Parking on the west side is on the whole
orderly and does not significantly impact traffic flow. To the extent that there are parked cars causes some
restraint on the speed of the traffic. Indeed, if all parked cars were removed, the west side would become a
real rat-run with vehicles invited to drive faster. The probability of a serious accident at the ends of the road
on the west side would be increased dramatically and the welfare of pedestrians and residents adversely
affected. 3. Any problems of poor parking on the west side are very occasional and very specific to
commercial vehicles. Furthermore, parking restrictions would simply cause any problem to move elsewhere.
On the west side of the green, when problems do occasionally occur it is due to specific commercial vehicles
using that side of the Green as a “holding bay”. The main culprit is Cambridge Recycling (Cottenham Skips)
and to a much lesser extent, vehicles associated with the Village College (Youngs Coaches and taxis). I have a
number of photographs that support this taken since receiving the letter (attached). This “holding bay” usage
of the roads around the Green is not in keeping with the amenity of the Green but surely best addressed by
direct contact with the relevant parties. If parking restrictions were introduced, these vehicles would
presumably relocate elsewhere and potentially cause greater nuisance. 4. The imposition of the parking
restrictions would be disproportionate and cause real harm to residents around the Green. Some of the
houses on the west side do not have plentiful off-street parking and I can imagine that road parking will
occasionally be required for guests and visitors. If they were not able to park outside their properties, it is not
immediately obvious what the alternative would be. I am sure they will be making that point themselves but
if they are, it seems to me that they are right. 5. The visual impact of yellow lines on the Green would be
negative. The Parish Council is to be congratulated on the stance it has taken in protecting the character of
the village. The Green is central to that character and the painting of many metres of yellow lines would be
negative. The impact it would have on the mentality of drivers should not be underestimated – it invites the
roads to be driven with more speed. 6. Very, very occasionally it is important to be able park right by the
Green. I have no doubt that the mothers of pre-school children really appreciated the ability to park close to
the Green last Friday for the pre-school play activity? Where else would they have parked? This is the sort of
usage of the Green that is very occasional but hugely valuable to the Community. We should not be doing
things that make it more difficult to enjoy it. 7. Cost. I presume there is a cost associated with line painting
and associated signage. In summary, the disadvantages of this proposal seem substantial and certain, while
any benefits are very questionable. This proposal should be rejected.
Example of Youngs Coaches and taxis causing obstruction (double parking in the bay).
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Examples of Cambridge Recycling using the west side of the Green as a “holding bay” (not parking in the bay).
Four separate occasions.

5 I should first of all confess that I do not live in Cottenham, but in Rampton. However, my background is from
Cottenham and I visit it regularly. In fact I attend Roy Carter's gym near the green on three mornings each
week, hence my interest in the proposed waiting restrictions.

From regular experience, it seems to me that the most congested periods are around 9 am and 3.30 pm when
children are being brought to and taken from the village college. For the rest of the day, I don't consider there
to be a great problem and in fact what few cars are parked help to create a slowing down of traffic, which is
surely no bad thing!
I do not consider, therefore, that waiting restrictions need to be placed in this particular area of the village.
I trust these comments are helpful and will receive due consideration when the Council makes its decision.

6 I believe the proposed parking restrictions are ill advised and residents along this stretch of road are totally
against them.

7 I have some questions regarding the proposed parking restrictions around the village green. Is the proposal to
have in place double yellow lines on both sides of the road all around the green and 10 m into adjoining roads
(barring a few exclusions) ? And the intention of doing this is to prevent waiting and parking at any time other
than stopping briefly to allow passengers to board/alight. If this is the case, where is it intended that visitors to
the green and residents park? Where should drivers waiting for school children wait? Is there any further
information available online?

8 I would like to give my feedback for your current consultation into making the roads around the green a no
parking area.

The green is a very important area in the village with lots of events going on it’s own right. I am sure at event
times this can create a problem with congestions, but personally I need to park at the green for a few minutes
each day.
I have a son at Cottenham Village College and I am hoping his younger brother will also join him. As we live in
Aldreth, we have no transport to and from school each day, so I drop him off each morning and wait around
10-20 minutes to pick him up each afternoon. We have been advised by the school that we are not allowed to
park down the school drive and even if we wanted to there are very few spaces available. There are also some
events held at the school that require this additional parking space (daytime concerts, parent’s evenings etc).
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There is little alternative parking near the school in Cottenham and if the parish council were to bring in this
parking limitation, this would have detrimental effects to the other nearby roads or these roads themselves
which would become drop off zones with potentially circling traffic at school pick up time. I would also highlight
that there are few problems with access at school times and the traffic flows quite well. There are also far too
many cars to be able to park in the 2 spaces in the layby. There are around 10-12 different vehicles that are
also waiting around this time to pick up their children, plus resident’s cars for the nearby houses.
I would like to object to this idea and also to ask if something like this was to go ahead, then maybe make it a
timed parking scheme, which was only in effect at evenings or weekends, as opposed to throughout the week,
so giving a nod of consideration to the school requirements. I am a parish councillor for Haddenham and
Aldreth and understand your rational, but hope you will consider the needs of the local residents and also
those of us who have children at the school.

9 I am a local resident & I'm against this proposal. I've never suffered any nuisance from
any congestion or inconsiderate parking around the Green. There is very little (if any) congestion &
inconsiderate parking around the Green & I don't think there are any safety issues for any children
arriving at or leaving the school to warrant this proposal.
Any parked cars near the green causes traffic calming not congestion because any traffic is still
moving.
Where will any visitors park if this goes ahead?
10 My husband and I live at 326 High Street Cottenham on the green with our 2 daughters (9 & 6).
We received the letter about the proposed waiting restrictions around the village green on Saturday. The letter
was a shock to say the least, adding these solid lines would massively impact our lives;
1) we have a young family and are constantly in and out of both of our cars. School run on way to work,
multiple after school activities from Monday - Thursday. If we couldn't park outside the house this would really
effect us getting to these clubs on time and the children would miss out on their clubs. Most days we pop
home after school, quickly change and dash out again. This wouldn't be possible if our car wasn't out the front.
I have no idea where I would park my car.
If this change took place it would also hinder us arriving to school and work on time and generally make every
day stressful and upsetting.
2) we have a drive way but it can only house one car due to the small turning circle. So we only have off rd
parking for one car.
3) when family and friends come to visit and stay there would be no where for them to park.
We used to live in the city centre (Melbourne Place and then Maids Causeway) we loved living in Cambridge
but after having children we decided to move to a village where parking and access was easier. We have lived
in Cottenham now for 6 years and absolutely love our home, our village and our community. Making the
changes you are suggesting would completely effect all of that.
When we read the letter we thought that maybe our neighbours had decided this was a good idea but then we
had a knock on the door. Two of our neighbours stood there with letters in hand asking our thoughts on this
proposal. They were as shocked as us and we were all left puzzled as to who's suggestion this was, it doesn't
appear to be the actual people it directly effects.
I agree that our part of the high street can become congested but it's only for short periods of the day. Those
being school drop off and pick up and we all seem to deal with it for the 30 minutes it lasts.
We really would be devastated if this went ahead for all the reasons mentioned above. It would completely
effect our lives, our moods and state of mind. Our home is our sanctuary but if these changes happened we
would come to resent where we live.
We ask you please to reconsider these plans and welcome you to come and visit us to chat this through.
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11 Your leaflet states "congestion and inconsiderate parking in and around the Green causes considerable

nuisance to local residents" without providing any evidence to support this statement. In the 17+ years I and
the rest of our household have lived in this location we have not heard complaints from any residents nor
experienced these alleged issues.
You further state "They also create safety issues for the children arriving at or leaving school". Again where is
the evidence to support this statement? I note there isn't a school on the roads in scope of this proposed
scheme. It would make more sense to propose these restrictions the length of Lambs where there IS a school
on this street.
The only section of road in which I have seen and experience a nuisance on occasion from parked cars is the
section of Rampton Road, bordering the southern side of the green. However I question whether the problem
is sufficient to warrant restrictions.
I foresee a number of disadvantages which are very likely to cause a real nuisance if this proposal were to go
ahead :1. Motorists have a perfectly legitimate right to stop or park in locations not obstructing an access or
junction. If this road space is removed I foresee motorists parking on the verges around and on the
green itself plus the roads without restriction leading up to the green.
2. Where does CPC suggest residents on the green and their visitors park if on-street parking is
removed? The lay-by opposite 332 will only accommodate a couple of cars.
3. This is a conservation area within a village, not an urban clearway.This proposal will visually
damage the conservation area.
4. Is CPC going to fund a traffic cop to police these lines? There are no waiting restrictions outside the
fish & chip shop, just north of this area on the High Street, which are ineffective without effective
enforcement - which is seldom evident.
5. Cottenham Parish Council already has plenty enough schemes in place for wasting residents cash;
this looks like another example.
Please publish the objective evidence you have available in support of this proposal and quantify the benefits.
I am against this proposal at present and until persuaded otherwise.

12 I understand there is a proposal to have no parking around the green. It seems to me a minor inconvenience

to have vehicles parked there. Where would they go at the end of school, Rampton Rd, The High St? A few
parked cars provide excellent traffic calming.A speed restriction of 20 mph as in Lambs lane might be a better
option.It also wouldn't inconvenience residents and their visitors.

13
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Maybe
1 We live at 344 High Street and have done so for 30 years. When we first moved in, the pavement curved
around the corner of the house, and cars barely had to break in order to make the turn. A pavement
extension was added and a verge, and that made a significant difference to the speed of traffic around the
corner.
I completely support the restriction for no parking around the green on all 3 sides. I also support parking
restrictions on the Rampton Road and main High Street sides of the road, though to be honest, I don’t see
parking in any of these areas as an issue.
Cars parked along the road near our house often cause traffic to stop, because the traffic from the North
along the green has to wait to pull out into Rampton Road.
The proposed restrictions would remove this issue.
However, I believe that it will potentially cause significant issues for pedestrian safety. With no parking there,
cars will be free to cut along the green at 30mph. There are a significant number of cars that wait there when
the Village College finishes. It is unlikely that removing this parking opportunity would remove the drivers, so
where is it envisaged they might go? Further along the Rampton Road will be dangerous. These cars
almost all have drivers in them and are not technically 'parked'. If someone comes to move them on, they will
simply do just that – and come and hover back there until their student comes out. This will add to the
dangers of traffic around the green.
There is a pedestrian crossing which takes students from the College onto the Green. If we do anything to
increase the speed of cars travelling along the West side of the green, then I believe it puts those students in
jeopardy. Parked cars are acknowledged to have a traffic calming effect, and I would urge this proposal to be
reconsidered.

2 I'm writing to comment on the Proposed waiting restrictions around the village green.
I'm a resident of Cross Keys Court just off the green.
I have a few concerns:
- you haven't outlined any alternative provisions for people parking nearby. Can you advise where you expect
people to park if they are picking children up from the school (I am assuming that parking at the school is
currently not adequate for the needs since if it were I am guessing people would already park there?)
- it's worth noting that the two designated spaces are often in use (often by supermarket delivery vans which
take up both spaces or by taxi drivers).
- some people already use Cross Keys Court as a place to either wait or turn and I fear that restricting
parking on the high street will only exacerbate this problem. Given we are a private road and have to pay for
our own road maintenance it is not desirable to encourage non-resident traffic into the close.
- speeding down the high street adjacent to the green is a significant problem. Currently the parked cars
actually help slow people down. Therefore without traffic calming being added I fear we will simple be
swapping the problem of parking to a problem of speeding.
I would very much welcome parking restrictions if they were in conjunction with both:
- traffic calming / speed bumps on the high street side of the green
- additional parking nearby for school parents and local residents (e.g. When they have guests)

3 I live in Cross Keys Court, just off the village green.
I do not agree with most of your proposal.
I think people should be able to park outside their own house and if they have visitors the same should
count.
I think yellow lines should on the side nearest the green, all the way round.
Why not stop vehicles over 71/2 tonnes from using the road, Cross Keys side of the green, or even go back
to proposal a few years ago and shut off one end this road.
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17H/050. HCV Commercial Company Covenant
In Feb/Mar 2017 we wrote to 4 local hauliers asking them to sign up to the HCV Commercial Company
Covenant – one company agreed to sign.
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